Disk traces are typically used to analyze real-life workloads and for replay-based evaluations. This approach benefits from capturing important details such as varying behavior patterns, bursty activity, and diurnal patterns of system activity, which are often missing from the behavior of workload synthesis tools. However, accurate capture of such details requires recording traces containing long durations of system activity, which are difficult to use for replay-based evaluation. One way of solving the problem of long storage trace duration is the use of disk simulators. While publicly available disk simulators can greatly accelerate experiments, they have not kept up with technological innovations in the field. The variety, complexity, and opaque nature of storage hardware make it very difficult to implement accurate simulators. The alternative, replaying the whole traces on real hardware, suffers from either long run-time or required manual reduction of experimental time, potentially at the cost of reduced accuracy. On the other hand, burstiness, autocorrelation, and complex spatio-temporal properties of storage workloads make the known methods of sampling workload traces less effective.

In this paper, we present a methodology called DiskAccel to efficiently select key intervals of a trace as representatives and to replay them to estimate the response time of the whole workload. Our methodology extracts a variety of spatial and temporal features from each interval and uses efficient data mining techniques to select the representative intervals. To verify the proposed methodology, we have implemented a tool capable of running whole traces or selective intervals on real hardware, warming up hardware state in an accelerated manner, and emulating request causality while minimizing request inter-arrival time error. Based on our experiments, DiskAccel manages to speed up disk replay by more than two orders of magnitude, while keeping average estimation error at 7.6%.

1. INTRODUCTION

Storage devices are a key component of any computing environment for intermediate and long-term data storage. Apart from supporting the required capacity, they must meet performance demands at an acceptable cost. As a result, storage devices have long been the subject of many performance optimizations such as prefetching [8], request scheduling [57], caching [47, 23], layout optimizations [33], and hybrid storage [23, 37].

An integral part of designing a high-performance storage device is evaluation of algorithms, cache configurations, and/or other optimization techniques under study. Evaluating such design refinements requires accurate experimentation, which is often very time-consuming. Software-based simulators [6] provide repeatable and closely observable experimental setups without the need for real hardware. However, storage devices are opaque and contain many sophisticated algorithms. Although methodologies exist to automatically extract new device parameters [40], serious issues remain unresolved as shown by our previous experimental studies [49]. In particular, while storage simulators are generally sufficient for preliminary studies of algorithms, they in no way can be used for complete evaluation of algorithms and as such, use of real hardware is essential.

Input workloads, which should be replayed on real hardware, have a strong impact on experiments. These workloads either come from real machines or are generated by benchmarks and synthesis tools. Parameterizable software benchmarks are a popular source of evaluation workloads [20, 30, 9], but are not very representative of real-life workloads. Studies presented in [16, 21] show that while actual workloads are very bursty and exhibit diurnal patterns, widely used benchmarks cannot be configured for these properties. Worse yet, many benchmarks cannot even accurately control inter-arrival times despite its significant influence on performance [3, 27]. Benchmarks results are also influenced by host hardware; a faster processor can decrease I/O inter-arrival time and larger memory can greatly improve operating system caching.

Another obstacle for repeated experiments which can greatly hinder hardware-based experiments is the duration of storage traces ranging from hours to days and weeks. Previous studies have resorted to run traces as fast as possible [50], speed up inter-arrival time [51, 39], manually select portions of the trace [61, 14, 57], and manual selection along with speed-ups [60]. These methods either lack reproducibility or do not preserve key parameters of trace behavior.

Long experimentation times also hinder microprocessor
simulations. To alleviate this issue, two main schemes have been proposed which reduce workload size [13, 58]. These methods select certain workload intervals and use their measurements to project the performance of the whole workload. They also keep the state up to date by use of checkpoints or warm-ups. As a result, these schemes can provide accurate estimations while running only a fraction of the original workload which would have taken days or weeks to simulate in full. For I/O workloads, clustering was used in [15] to enhance trace synthesis. In [44], clustering was used to create a classification decision tree for use in controllers of Solid-State Drives (SSDs). CART models used in [53] can be used for performance projection and tree-based workload trimming. To the best of our knowledge, none of these works focus on accurate and replay-based reduction of I/O workloads.

In this paper, we present a methodology called DiskAccel that greatly accelerates trace-based storage evaluation on real hardware. DiskAccel employs traces recorded from real servers and uses a variety of properties to select a representative subset of the workload. This process does not use performance numbers obtained from other hardware devices so that the selection becomes independent of hardware. Although this methodology can also be employed with software simulators, due to concerns with accuracy issues noted above, we focus on using real hardware to maximize accuracy. As part of DiskAccel, we have developed a tool to replay the representative intervals on target hardware. Our tool avoids many pitfalls of trace-based experiments by (a) warm-up of hardware cache by replaying an appropriate number of preceding requests, (b) enforcing inter-request dependency by constructing dependency trees, and (c) accurate control of request arrival time by avoiding scheduling delays.

The process of selecting representative intervals divides each trace into multiple intervals, extracts a variety of features from each interval, and then performs clustering. The features used include address and time entropy, request randomness, seek time, and working set locality. We use a weighted variant of the K-Means clustering algorithm similar to [13], and select the point closest to the cluster centroid as the cluster representative. To perform experiments based on this sampling methodology, we have developed a tool to run the representative intervals with timing accuracy and disk state warm-up on real hardware\(^\dagger\). To increase timing accuracy, we use busy-waiting and real-time Linux facilities [34] to minimize request inter-arrival time error. Warm-up selects requests leading up to the representative intervals such that their footprint is equal to the cache capacity of the target hardware. These requests are then run in an accelerated manner before running the representative interval. We also try to replicate the request dependency by controlling request arrival times in a closed-loop manner. More specifically, we treat read requests as being blocking and consider writes to be non-blocking. This heuristic is essential as almost every publicly existing traces lack essential high level information such as request flags and issuing thread and process identification (ID). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to present a methodology to accelerate replay-based I/O experiments while keeping error rates at a minimum. In addition, this is the first work which presents an efficient warm-up technique for disk drives to speed up I/O experiments.

To validate DiskAccel, we use the Microsoft Research Cambridge (MSRC) workloads [28] to test our methodology against a wide variety of workloads. We perform clustering based on the extracted features and validate our methodology in two steps. First, we use the performance numbers embedded in the traces to compare the whole trace average response time against the weighted response time. This yields an average relative error of 3.6% error for all traces in [28] and a worst-case error of 12.1%. In the experiments, we perform full runs on 11 of the selected traces (each spanning approximately one week) with no acceleration on our hardware testbed to serve as a reference. We then compare the relative error of choosing representative intervals on these traces with the new performance results. This yields an average error of 6.5% and a maximum error of 13.6%. Finally, we perform partial runs on our hardware testbed with an average speed-up of 577x versus full one-week runs and compare the weighted response time against the average response time of the numbers yielded from full one-week runs. This yields an average and maximum relative errors of 7.6% and 17.2%, respectively.

In the following, we discuss the related work in Sec. 2. Our experimental methodology is explained in Sec. 3. Then, we present our methodology of reducing replay time in Sec. 4. Details of methodology for replaying traces is covered in Sec. 5. Next, we validate our methodology on a completely different hardware setup in Sec. 6. We conclude the paper in Sec. 7 and discuss the limitations and future directions of our work.

## 2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first discuss previous methodologies in synthesis of storage workloads and point out their deficiencies. We then cover trace reduction methodologies used on storage and microprocessor traces and evaluate their usability in storage workloads. Finally, we discuss the use of real disks in storage benchmarking and highlight the important measures that must be taken to ensure high accuracy of performance measurements.

### 2.1 Trace Synthesis and Benchmarks

Storage traces capture a record of I/O requests sent to the storage subsystem over a period of time. In some scenarios, however, it is essential to scale a workload to the desired hardware configuration. This practice is particularly useful when measuring the maximum potential of underlying hardware or when trying to optimize software or storage subsystem parameters. This is where benchmarks excel the most as the users are able to tune various options and settings.

Benchmark programs attempt to generate a workload similar to a certain application. Benchmark tools such as Postmark [20], Bonnie++ [9], and Iozone [30] are publicly available and have been widely used to evaluate storage algorithms and architectures. However, I/O benchmarks have difficulties in replicating burstiness and auto-correlation [50] despite these behaviors being exhibited widely by I/O workloads [32, 21, 22]. It should also be noted that our proposed methodology can also be used on traces generated by such benchmarks to accelerate experiments.

Trace synthesis programs try to replicate key properties of workloads to yield a portable and tunable replacement.\(^\dagger\) This tool is available at: http://dsn.ce.sharif.edu/software
for traces. Such approaches include synthesizing traces using Binomial distribution [54, 14, 15] and multi-distribution fits [59] to approaches based on spatio-temporal entropy [52].

Trace shuffling and piece-wise synthesis of traces in [14] demonstrates that although long-range dependence is present, the use of sufficiently large time intervals diminishes its impact. Hence, short-range dependency can represent the inter-arrival times of each interval.

### 2.2 Trace Reduction

While real-world traces contain key spatio-temporal properties, their long duration must be addressed appropriately. In this section, previous works on reduction and compaction of storage and microprocessor traces will be covered.

Microprocessor simulations are essential for architecture explorations. While various software programs exist to simulate processor behavior at the required level, they tend to be as far as five- to six-orders of magnitude slower than real hardware [58]. This, coupled with a large volume of multi-billion instruction traces makes it very expensive to investigate architectural ideas without resorting to trace size reduction.

Two studies are well-known on the subject of sampling CPU traces. SMARTS [58], which performs systematic sampling of intervals for detailed simulation, and SimPoint [13], which uses per-interval feature extraction and clustering to pick representative intervals. Both studies report massive time savings with negligible error.

Systematic sampling in [58] relies upon assuming a normal distribution of response time in intervals. This expectation can easily be satisfied through the Central Limit Theorem, assuming intervals are numerous and independent. While this assumption does not hold for individual I/O requests, it does hold for request intervals as pointed out by [14]. In Sec. 4, we perform a viability study for using a similar solution for I/O traces.

SimPoint [13] uses clustering algorithms to group similar intervals and select representatives. In earlier releases of this work, intervals had a fixed number of instructions. Later on, variable length intervals were supported by common sequence matching. SimPoint takes advantage of availability of the binaries generating the trace to form much more descriptive and accurate feature vectors based on the code structure. In [24], different feature vectors for this tool were evaluated, of note is the use of accessed memory addresses as the sole source of features which yields poor results. Clustering is performed by a modified version of K-Means which supports weighting different points belonging to each interval. As K-Means needs K, the number of clusters, to be specified, **Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)** [42] was used to choose the best clustering resulted by different values of K.

The study presented in [14] divides traces into fixed-duration intervals and shows that such divisions can be used and synthesized independent of the history with little impact on accuracy. This study was later used by [15] which extracts temporal information from these intervals and then performs clustering to pick representative intervals as the subject of synthesis. In [44], clustering was used as a step to find out which features can better distinguish key behavior classes. The features used are mostly spatial and the resulting classes specify the main behaviors exhibited, e.g., fully sequential, part-sequential, and part-random. The evaluation for clustering was a goodness of fit measure and the final result is a decision tree which can be used in an SSD controller to optimize for these behaviors. The authors found out that out of the different clustering algorithms, K-Means is the best choice.

A variety of features based on spatial and temporal properties of traces were extracted by [48] for each interval. Interval features were then subjected to a process termed deduplication by the authors to reduce the number of per-interval property sets. These properties were then used to generate benchmark configuration parameters to produce a behavior similar to that of the source trace.

### 2.3 Replaying I/O Traces

Workload traces offer an opportunity to evaluate hardware devices and algorithms in real-life scenarios. However, proper care must be taken to ensure that meaningful performance results are obtained.

Storage traces record I/O activity from computers where requests often depend on each other. While performing experiments, open-loop as opposed to closed-loop control of requests greatly affects experimental results [41]. Tools such as blktrace/bkparse [5] and fio [4] can perform closed-loop control in a multi-threaded manner provided that this information has been recorded in the trace. TBBT [60] and ROOT [55] try to infer inter-request relationship based on the higher level semantics of the syscalls and **Network File System (NFS)** layers, respectively. Both //TRACE [26] interferes with program activity to discover request dependencies. We cover this subject in Sec. 5.1.

When a certain inter-arrival time is chosen, it must be enforced with high accuracy. Anderson et al. [3] studied the effect of inter-arrival error or drift time on measurement accuracy from trace replay. They subsequently developed a replay tool which kept drift time to a maximum of 100\(\mu\)s.

Another key detail that can affect trace replay results is the state of the storage subsystem, including disks and controller-level cache. To ensure that cache contents are valid for experiments, appropriate warm-up is necessary. For example, the authors in [25, 56] used a portion of a trace to perform warm-up. The latter also tried to match the warm-up of synthetic workloads to the size of hardware state. This will be further discussed in Sec. 5.2.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

**Performance Measure.** The performance measure used in this paper is the average request response time which is the time spent between sending a request to the I/O subsystem and receiving operation acknowledgement. Should the operation be blocking, response time indicates the amount of processing time wasted waiting for I/O and a major performance bottleneck for many use cases. In other words, we compare the reference average response time against response time projected by our subset of the workload to measure the accuracy of our methodology. We use Weighted Response Time (WRT) calculation to project performance of the whole workload. To compute WRT, as shown in Equation 1, we weight the selected representative intervals by the total number of requests represented by that interval. If we use WRT on the whole workload and assume each interval to only represent itself, the result is the reference average response time. Weighting emphasizes dense intervals over sparse intervals for calculating average request times. There
**Evaluation Steps.** DiskAccel workflow can be seen in Figure 4. DiskAccel selects representative intervals via clustering and then runs them on a system. We took the following steps for evaluating DiskAccel:

1. First, we evaluate the accuracy of DiskAccel at picking representatives (Step 1 in Figure 5). We compare WRT of representative intervals against the whole workload average response time. WRT and average RT are both generated using the original response time values embedded in MSRC traces. In the latter two steps, we will exclusively use response times obtained from our own testbed.

2. To validate Step 1, we first replay a selected number of MSRC traces\(^2\) in whole on our testbed at the original pace (one week) and use it as a reference instead of the original response time values. We then use the obtained response time values to validate our evaluation of selecting representatives (Step 2, Figure 5).

3. In Step 3 (Figure 5), we evaluate the accuracy of DiskAccel as a whole. The difference between this step and Step 2 is use of response time results from partial testbed runs instead of using whole trace response times used for calculating WRT. It must be noted that the reference average response time is still calculated using the whole, one-week runs similar to Step 2. Partial runs represents both stages of DiskAccel (a) picking representative intervals, evaluated in Step 1 and further validated in Step 2 and (b) replaying on our testbed, including warm-up.

### 4. TRACE SAMPLING

To reduce traces to a small number of representative intervals, our methodology first performs clustering to choose partial runs including only the representative intervals and compare their WRT against the newly obtained reference numbers. We replay the traces on identical 3.5” 5400RPM 500GB Seagate Momentus Disks of the same batch. We took a number of steps to prevent interferences with our experiments, (a) no file systems were mounted on the target drives and they were directly accessed via their device nodes (/dev/sdXY), (b) device nodes are opened with the O\_DIRECT flag to prevent kernel caching on target drives, (c) we used the RT\_PREEMPT real-time capability patch for Linux [34] and set top priority to the program, and (d) recorded trace data in memory and performed processing beforehand to prevent I/O blocking. The requests are sent with the Linux’s Native Asynchronous I/O [12] which allows us to get the exact request finish times while being able to have multiple requests in flight. These enhancements, however, are not sufficient to minimize drift time and similar to [3] we had to use busy-waiting. This is because `usleep` and `nanosleep` calls must be avoided due to serious inaccuracies [36]. Switching to busy-waiting reduced average drift time by hundreds of microseconds even when the real-time patch was active.

**Workloads.** We used 36 traces, referred to as the Microsoft Research Cambridge (MSRC) traces [28], which have been recorded from a variety of servers used for research, web development, terminal services, printing, hardware monitoring, and web proxy services. Each trace is approximately a week long and records requests to a single volume. These traces contain from a few hundred requests to well over a hundred million requests. Burstiness is present throughout and the long duration has allowed them to demonstrate diurnal and weekly patterns. This duration, however, is a serious challenge for replay on real hardware. We show the average per-minute requests for `usr\_l`, `rsrch\_0`, and `hm\_0` in Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3, respectively. It can be seen that these workloads are bursty and while `usr\_l` (hosting user data) shows a clear diurnal pattern, the other two are much less predictable. In case of the `hm\_0` workload which is used for hardware monitoring, the activity peaks on a single day. These three traces demonstrate the difficulty of representative tracing. To record diurnal and bursty patterns, it is necessary to record long periods of activity but such long traces make replaying difficult.

**Testbed.** We initially use the same response time numbers embedded on the original traces to test the first part of our methodology, but to fully validate our findings we developed a tool to (a) perform whole one-week runs of a selected number of traces to serve as new references, and (b) perform
the representative intervals and then replays them while performing warm-up and enforcing request dependency. In this section, we focus on I/O traces and their difference with CPU traces. Then, a systematic sampling based on SMARTS [58] will be evaluated and its shortcomings will be demonstrated. Finally, we describe the process of clustering trace intervals and compare the accuracy and time reduction that can be achieved by choosing representative intervals.

4.1 I/O versus CPU Workloads

Before we engage in application of various sampling techniques, we demonstrate key differences of CPU traces in comparison to I/O traces. First of all, CPUs have much higher activity levels in comparison to I/O devices, meaning an I/O trace of the same activity is going to have much lower number of requests than that of the CPU traces. Second, I/O traces are very bursty [32, 21, 22] and the response time fluctuates wildly between request intervals, while in CPU traces Cycles per Instruction (CPI) remains constant for many different intervals [10]. Due to the bursty and sparse nature of storage workloads, unlike microprocessor based methodologies which divide traces into intervals based on the number of requests within them [58, 13], we divide each trace into intervals of a fixed duration.

Burstiness and auto-correlation of storage workloads [32, 21, 22] means that requests cannot be considered independently and any sampling must capture the temporal context of requests. The solution used by [14] was to use a duration-based division of I/O traces which captures temporal context and manages to greatly diminish the impact of long range dependence on performance. We group requests into 10-second intervals. There are a number of reasons behind this selection; first of all, the authors in [14] show that this interval duration diminishes the effect of long range dependence very well. Secondly, as will be demonstrated in Sec. 6.2, run-time of per-interval warm-ups dwarf that of the actual intervals being measured. Nevertheless, a week contains roughly sixty-thousand individual 10-second intervals, a number that allows low error and considerable speed-ups by our proposed methodology.

To demonstrate the difference between I/O and CPU trace behavior, we show the average duration of a “phase” in MSRC traces [28] in Figure 6. Similar to [13], we define a phase as a set of successive intervals where performance fluctuates by less than 10%. Based on the trace, the average phase length can vary from a single interval to multiple hours. It must be noted that long average phase length can also be caused by extreme sparsity, as is the case for the three most dense traces with less than 100 requests per hour on average. It is evident from these results that storage traces cannot be expected to have well-defined phases such as microprocessor traces. However, although I/O response time can affect processor CPI [17], the lack of phase behavior at the I/O request level does not mean that there is no phase behavior at the fine level of detail captured by microprocessor traces. I/O requests are removed from the details of microprocessor activity in such cases.

4.2 Systematic Sampling

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of using systematic sampling at representing the performance of the whole trace. SMARTS [58] determines the number of sampled intervals which must run in a detailed manner by using confidence intervals. It then uses systematic sampling with a fixed period to select these intervals and run them in a detailed manner. We evaluate the effectiveness of both these steps using MSRC traces [28] and conclude that this strategy is unsuitable for reducing storage traces.

Similar to SMARTS [58], we first determine the number of intervals using normal distribution confidence intervals. Figure 7 shows the total duration of requests that must be sampled in order to reach a maximum error margin of 15% with a confidence of 90%. This tolerance is much more relaxed than the work in [58] but we believe it is essential due to the bursty nature of storage workloads.

As can be seen from the results in Figure 7, some workloads can be significantly reduced. However, this does not extend to every workload and on average, 500 minutes of pure replay time (sans the significant overhead of cache warm-up) is needed based on this method. These reductions, while significant, are still impractical for repetitive experiments. This method is also prone to over- and under-
reporting the number of intervals. For example, rsrc\_0, wden\_1, and prxy\_0 are reported to require less than 4 samples but hm\_0 which contains less than 700 requests is reported to need over 27 minutes of pure interval run-time.

As explained earlier, intervals in [58] are sampled by a fixed period. This requires the specification of a starting offset. This choice is much more challenging for storage workloads as they are bursty and lack well-defined phase behavior. For example, some starting offsets result in entirely empty set of samples for some traces. As noted earlier, this methodology may poorly estimate the number of required samples. To aid systematic sampling, two improvements were tested (a) the minimum number of samples is set to 30 to alleviate the issue of under-sampling (Min30 versus NoMin) (b) since a starting offset is needed for systematic sampling, we choose the single run containing the most requests (Single) versus averaging the 10 most populated runs (Avg10). Please note that should we use the latter enhancement in practice, it results in 10x slower experiments. It can be concluded from the experiments (Figure 8) that even with the above enhancements and when using the numbers embedded in the traces themselves, systematic sampling produces significant error. The Single, Min30Min which does not average multiple runs has significant error, even in workloads such as proj, rsrc, and hm where multiple hours worth of samples need to be taken. We attribute this high error to (a) lack of phase behavior in most traces (depicted in Figure 6) and (b) the burstiness of workloads which makes the choice of representative intervals challenging. This is in stark contrast with microprocessor instruction traces where phase behavior is far better defined [46]. We conclude that a guided sampling methodology based on the properties of request intervals is essential for higher accuracy of trace size reduction.

4.3 Feature Extraction and Data Mining

Shortcomings of systematic sampling show that a guided method of selecting representative intervals is essential for reaching higher accuracy. As it is not a good practice to use the performance numbers of a certain hardware configuration when trying to design a general methodology, we refrain from using response time results in clustering and only use these numbers to measure the accuracy of our methodology. Instead, we use properties such as trace request arrival time, address, and type to generate feature vectors for clustering.

Use of Arrival Time Entropy as a key property of trace behavior has been proposed in [54, 14, 52]; the latter work also uses address entropy to identify uneven accesses to disk locations. We use the multi-level aggregation scheme shown in Figure 9 which has been used in [54, 14, 15] to estimate the entropy of data points in continuous space. At each aggregation level, buckets have the same size and the next aggregation level is obtained by merging consecutive array buckets in pairs. At every level, a bucket is treated as an alphabet letter in discrete Shannon Entropy [45] calculations and the number of requests within it as the letter frequency.

We use this multi-level aggregation methodology to measure the time and address entropy. While time is continuous and can be divided easily, address is a discrete quantity. Thus, we use 512 bytes as the smallest unit, which is the common denominator of request addresses as it used to be disk sector size for a long time. For both entropy calculations, we use 16 unique levels of aggregation which is higher than what was used in [14].

Arrival Time Entropy as described above, is an effective measure of workload burstiness and has been used in several studies [54, 14, 15]. Bursty behavior concentrates many requests in a compact period of time, skewing temporal distribution and reducing entropy. Address-space entropy translates to a higher spatial and temporal locality, which can greatly improve cache performance. Working Set Locality is defined as the ratio of total interval traffic to the number of unique sectors (working set) accessed in an interval. This measure was named “aggregation ratio” in [15].

We have conducted experiments with multiple features indicative of interval load. We use Total Traffic, Average Request Size, Working Set Size, and Interval Request Count as basic features. However, further discrimination between requests is necessary. Read and write requests have a different performance in I/O subsystems [17]. While writes can simply be satisfied by recording data in cache or non-volatile RAM, reads (or more specifically, read misses) should lead to immediate fetch of data, either from storage cache or media. As a result, read operations have a much more pronounced impact on system performance [17] and thus, it is likely beneficial for them to have a higher priority. As such, we also use Read Ratio as one of the main features.

Another key property of I/O workloads which affects both Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) and Solid State Drives (SSDs) is the randomness of I/O requests. Aside from poor cache performance, vastly different implementation details penalize random requests compared to sequential requests. Random accesses force HDDs to perform complex seeks, reducing performance. For SSDs, random accesses generate many more requests to the flash chips, reducing throughput. To recognize random requests, we use a queue-aware distance based scheme similar to what was used in [2]. In this classification, the distance of address of each new request is compared against the address of a number of recent requests. The minimum distance referred to as Travel Distance is compared against Randomness Distance Threshold.

If the travel distance exceeds this threshold, the request is classified as random. In this paper, this number of recent requests (queue depth) is taken to be 32 requests and Randomness Distance Threshold is 128KB, which seem to be the queue depth and read-ahead length of our surveyed disk drives. Randomness Ratio is the feature representing the fraction of random requests within an interval. We also use the sum of request Travel Distance and Average request Travel Distance, as Total Travel Distance and Average Travel Distance features, respectively. Table 1 shows the features investigated in this study for the construction of feature vectors along with the properties which we think are related to these features.
4.4 Data Mining

Clustering algorithms group data points based on features similarities. Our aim at data mining, similar to SimPoint [13] is to, (a) group trace intervals into similar clusters and (b) choose a suitable representative for each cluster. We group features together to construct feature vectors as inputs of the clustering algorithm and use WRT error as a measure of accuracy.

As dense request intervals have much more impact on performance [29], the process of clustering and selecting representative intervals must take interval density into account. In other words, the process of clustering must support weighting data points. The authors in [1] conduct a study on weighted clustering where different data points may have different weights assigned. Based on their classification, K-Means is weight-sensitive and its clustering behavior is always affected by the repetition of points, noted by them as a naive method of applying weights to data points. SimPoint 3.0 [13] faces a similar challenge due to use of variable length intervals and augments K-Means with support for interval weighting.

We use a weighted variation of K-Means [7] which supports the application of weights to each individual data point. Before feeding the feature vectors to clustering, we perform preprocessing using [19] to center data on zero and set the variance to unity to improve the output of machine learning. We also had to specify K, the number of clusters, in K-Means. Our calculations of error show that the value of K has a great impact on response time estimation error. To select K, we have implemented BIC [42], based on the SimPoint 3.0 implementation in [13] which supports weights, as well as $F_k$ from [31]. Both these methods use distortion and the number of clusters to determine the optimal number of clusters. Based on our experiments, BIC performs better and we omit the results of $F_k$ here due to page limitation. In our methodology, we generate clusterings with K ranging from 2 to 50 with approximately sixty-thousand 10-second intervals as input and choose the clustering with the lowest BIC.

Table 1 shows the final set of features that were extracted for every interval with a short description of each feature. Depending on the selection of features, each interval is represented by a point with the features as its coordinates and the number of requests within it as the weight. Weighted K-Means is then performed on the data with different values of K, forming clusters and reporting the centroids. Intervals represented by points closest to cluster centroid are picked as the cluster representative. We use weighted response time of the representative intervals to measure the error in estimated response time compared to the weighted response time of all intervals. We weight the representative intervals by the total number of requests inside the cluster. For simplicity, we have used a unified feature vector across all traces. We aim to improve upon this in our future work. The best feature vector for clustering data based on our experiments is $AvgWslRudAntEvtPreAte$, which uses Average Request Size, Working Set Locality, Randomness, Address and Time Entropy, Total and Average (Queue-Based) Travel Distance as the feature vector. We choose this name based on the three-word short form in Table 1. Figure 10 shows WRT error by clustering using weighted K-means. Our results show an average and maximum error of 3.6% and 12.1% using the original response time in the traces themselves.
As noted earlier, enforcement of dependencies is much easier and accurate when detailed traces [55, 26] are present. These tools use rich information to enforce dependency as it was present in the original run. Most available public datasets such as the one used in our study [28] lack detailed information, especially those that record long periods of activity which is more representative. As a result, we have to make approximations of trace behavior for replays.

While it is possible to replay every request as blocking (i.e., controlled similar to A and B in Figure 11), we do not believe it represents real system behavior. Specifically, writes are normally cached by the operating system inside the main memory and are flushed to disk based on operating system behavior. While written data can be flushed to disk by calling `flush()` on Linux and `fendl(F_FULLSYNC)` on Mac OS X [55], the study in [35] shows that a small percentage of reads are non-blocking and write behavior depends on the workload. As a result, out of the trace requests, we consider reads to be blocking and writes to be non-blocking. As a further support for this decision, it has been observed that microprocessor CPI has a correlation with average I/O read request response time [17], but no such relation exists with average request time for combined read/write requests.

We propose a dependency policy such that in the absence of semantic information, read and write operations are assumed to be blocking and non-blocking, respectively. In other words, when calculating request arrival time in our replay tool we have three scenarios, (a) requests following a write, whether it concludes or not depend on its arrival time (Figure 11, middle); (b) requests that follow a read request conclusion will have their arrival time calculated based on its finish (Figure 11, bottom), (c) requests that follow a write, whether it concludes or not depend on its arrival time (Figure 11, middle).

An example of this policy can be seen in Figure 12 which

---

**Table 1: List of features explored for clustering.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Short Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Related Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Ratio</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Percentage of Queue-Based Random Requests (See [2])</td>
<td>Temporal and Spatial Locality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Ratio</td>
<td>Rd</td>
<td>Percentage of Read Requests</td>
<td>Read Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Traffic</td>
<td>Tota</td>
<td>Sum of Request Sizes</td>
<td>Device Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Request Count</td>
<td>Tota</td>
<td>Total Number of Requests</td>
<td>Device Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address Entropy</td>
<td>Ant</td>
<td>Multi-level Address Shannon Entropy</td>
<td>Temporal and Spatial Locality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrival Time Entropy</td>
<td>Ent</td>
<td>Multi-level Arrival Time Shannon Entropy</td>
<td>Burstiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Set</td>
<td>Wst</td>
<td>Sum of Unique Locations Accessed</td>
<td>Device Load, Temporal Locality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Set Locality</td>
<td>Wst</td>
<td>Ratio of Total Traffic to Working Set</td>
<td>Temporal Locality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Request Size</td>
<td>Arq</td>
<td>Ratio of Total Traffic to Request Count</td>
<td>Device Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Distance</td>
<td>Tve</td>
<td>Queue-Based Request Offset Travel (See [2])</td>
<td>Spatial Locality, Seek Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Travel Distance</td>
<td>Ate</td>
<td>Average Queue-Based Request Offset Travel (See [2])</td>
<td>Spatial Locality, Seek Count</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 10:** Per-trace WRT error of our chosen feature vector `ArqWstRntEntTveAte` with original response times (Step 1 in Figure 5).

**Figure 11:** Comparison of open-loop (Middle) and closed-loop (Bottom) replays of a recorded workload (Top). Originally (Top), B depends on A and its finish is $\Delta_{OL}$ and $\Delta_{CL}$ units of time after the start and finish time of A, respectively. On the destination, A takes longer than original and unlike the open-loop replay (Middle), close-loop (Bottom) replay avoids potential conflicts.

---

original system activity. Ignoring this dependency is referred to as open-loop replaying which causes significant error [41], making closed-loop replays essential. However, most of traces available in public domain fail to record important semantic information and this information must be inferred based on the type and arrangement of requests. Our replay tool replays traces in a closed-loop manner by constructing I/O request dependency trees. Consider the scenario in Figure 11; in the original replay, request A must finish before B is issued (Top). On the destination hardware, A may take considerably longer (Middle and Bottom). Open-loop replay (Middle) issues request B by $\Delta_{OL}$ units of time after A starts, even if it violates the dependency. In contrast, closed-loop replaying waits $\Delta_{CL}$ units of time after A is finished before sending request B. We believe this method better reflects the relationship between requests.

The system behavior. While written data can be flushed to disk and are flushed to disk based on operating system behavior. Specifically, writes are normally cached by the operating system inside the main memory and are flushed to disk based on operating system behavior. While written data can be flushed to disk by calling `flush()` on Linux and `fendl(F_FULLSYNC)` on Mac OS X [55], the study in [35] shows that a small percentage of reads are non-blocking and write behavior depends on the workload. As a result, out of the trace requests, we consider reads to be blocking and writes to be non-blocking. As a further support for this decision, it has been observed that microprocessor CPI has a correlation with average I/O read request response time [17], but no such relation exists with average request time for combined read/write requests.

We propose a dependency policy such that in the absence of semantic information, read and write operations are assumed to be blocking and non-blocking, respectively. In other words, when calculating request arrival time in our replay tool we have three scenarios, (a) requests following a read requests conclusion will have their arrival time calculated based on its finish (Figure 11, bottom), (b) requests that arrive before a read concluding only depend on its arrival time (Figure 11, middle), and (c) requests that follow a write, whether it concludes or not depend on its arrival time (Figure 11, middle).

An example of this policy can be seen in Figure 12 which
Figure 12: Inferring dependencies by treating reads as blocking and writes as non-blocking.

shows the arrival and finish time in the original trace. Dependencies are inferred based on arrival time and request type. A is a read and is finished before B starts. Thus, it falls under the first scenario and is blocking. B is a write and falls under the third scenario. In other words, we assume that after the program issues A and B, the wait time is only caused by CPU thinking time and not waiting on their results. Request D arrives before C is completed and falls under the second scenario. We assume CPU was actually thinking before issuing D as it did not need C to finish to get issued. Request E arrives after both C and D are finished and falls under the first scenario, where both $\Delta_{CE}$ and $\Delta_{DE}$ have to be preserved. In other words, $Arrival_E = max(Finish_C + \Delta_{CE}, Finish_D + \Delta_{DE})$ where $Arrival_E$ is the calculated arrival time and variables $Finish_C$ and $Finish_D$ describe the finishing time in our testbed. Enforcing both these delta times ensures that even if requests C and D are acknowledged in a different order than the original trace, the assumed constant processing time will be preserved. Since the introduction of Native Command Queuing (NCQ) to the Serial ATA standard, out of order acknowledgment should be assumed to be present in all modern storage hardware.

5.2 Accelerated Warm-up

As the goal of DiskAccel is to run storage traces with the greatest possible accuracy, the architectural state of the hardware must be warmed up appropriately. While restoration of architectural state can be performed via checkpoints [13], this capability is rarely available on real hardware. As a result, warm-up of the state should be performed by sending requests. In [58], this is performed via a step called Detailed Warmup, where a portion of the instruction trace preceding each selected interval is replayed. Between the end of a run and next detailed warm-up, instructions are emulated so the user visible state is always valid, but detailed warm-up should cover the whole architectural state. For I/O traces, an arbitrary portion of the traces has been used to warm up the state [25, 56].

To minimize run-time, we should reduce the time spent on warm-up. However, architectural state of storage subsystems is much larger than that of microprocessors. While current microprocessors have tens of megabytes of cache at most, cache size can be as large as 128MB for HDDs [43], 512MB for SSDs [38], and much more extensive caching is performed in enterprise storage systems.

The warm-up process must select enough requests before each representative interval so the cache is warmed up. As hit ratio of workloads might be variable, we should care about the request footprint and not the sum of request sizes. To track request footprint, we use interval trees to track each unique accessed sector. We then move in backwards from the start of each representative interval and stop when the total capacity of unique disk locations reaches the capacity of the cache. Please note that due to operations such as read-ahead, much fewer requests must be selected to warm up the cache but we choose a pessimistic policy to ensure the accuracy of warm-up. After the last requests in a representative interval is issued, there is a possibility that requests exist that preceded the conclusion of these requests. To increase accuracy, after all requests in a representative interval are issued, we send requests that originally arrived before these requests finished. We refer to this as cool-down process.

A high level view of the replaying process for representative intervals can be seen in Figure 13. $I_{A}...I_{D}$ are the selected representative intervals and three runs have been generated for replaying them. The striped lines show the interval boundaries; each run is preceded by a warm-up and in its conclusion, a cool-down process is run. $I_{B}$ and $I_{C}$ are immediate neighbors and thus, $I_{B}$ can act as warm-up for $I_{C}$ and $I_{C}$ can perform as a cool-down for $I_{B}$. This allows them to share the same run.

The warm-up behavior of our solution has important advantages: (a) if the device cache is so large that warm-up of multiple intervals overlaps, the runs are joined and warm-up time is reduced considerably, (b) if the workload is very dense, not all the requests between different representative intervals are run and only the required amount of warm-up is performed.

6. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

As mentioned previously, we use a subset of MSRC [28] in the experiments. All these traces approximately span over a week and have been taken from a variety of servers. While these traces do include the response time of the original server, we use our implementation of a trace runner to (a) validate the results of the clustering process and (b) test the viability and accuracy of running representative trace intervals to estimate the original request response time. We will explain the results of these two experiments in the following subsections.

6.1 Cross-validation of Clustering

In the previous section, we used the response time of the original trace to measure the accuracy of our methodology
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Figure 14: Per-trace WRT error of our chosen feature vector \textit{ArqWslRndAntEntTreAte}, compared against the reference. The “clustering” statistic is the WRT error by clustering whole trace runs (Step 2 in Figure 5) and “partial” refers to the WRT error of partial trace runs (Step 3 in Figure 5). The reference for both cases is the average response time of a whole trace replay.

(Step 1 in Figure 5). To rule out the possibility of our learning methodology being overly tuned to the Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) used on the original machines, we use our replay tool described in Sec. 3 to perform the replays on our testbed. Multiple identical and independent disks were used to perform concurrent experiments.

In Step 1 of Figure 5, we used the original response time values in the trace both as the reference and for calculating WRT. In Step 2, we repeat this comparison with different hardware. We use our replay tool to run the thread in full with no acceleration (requiring one week with each individual disk). The resulting response time values were used for calculating both the reference and WRT values yielding an average and maximum error of 6.5% and 13.6%, respectively. Detailed results can be seen in Figure 14 as “clustering” error bars. This error is comparable to those obtained from the original traces and demonstrates that our clustering methodology can successfully select representative intervals that are accurate across different hardware (Single SATA HDDs vs. RAID1 and RAID5 arrays [28]). In the next section, we conduct experiments to perform partial runs (Step 3 of Figure 5).

6.2 Running Representative Intervals

The actual process of DiskAccel only runs the representative intervals on the target hardware and uses WRT to estimate the response time of a complete run. To run each interval, hardware state must be similar to that of the original run at the start of a representative interval. To do so, key properties of the target hardware and list of representative intervals are given to our trace replaying tool.

In our tool, the warm-up of hardware state is performed by running a number of requests preceding each representative interval, so that the hardware cache has the same contents as the complete run. Warm-up requests are selected via an interval tree which ensures that requests are selected by their total footprint and not the sum of request sizes. To speed up the warm-up process, warm-up requests are run as fast as possible.

As cache size varies by different hardware, different number of requests must be sent for warm-up and user must supply cache size according to the hardware on which requests are replayed. Another user-supplied parameter is disk queue depth which is the number of requests that can be concurrently processed by storage hardware. If more requests than queue capacity are to be sent by the hardware, the trace replaying tool must block until at least one request is finished.

Cache size and queue capacity are to be sent by the hardware, the trace replaying tool must block until at least one request is finished. Another user-supplied parameter is disk queue depth which is the number of requests that can be concurrently processed by storage hardware. If more requests than queue capacity are to be sent by the hardware, the trace replaying tool must block until at least one request is finished. Another user-supplied parameter is disk queue depth which is the number of requests that can be concurrently processed by storage hardware. If more requests than queue capacity are to be sent by the hardware, the trace replaying tool must block until at least one request is finished.

We replayed the representative intervals of the selected traces using our replaying tool, weighted each interval by the number of requests within its cluster and calculated WRT. The WRT error, reported by only replaying the representative intervals is reported in Figure 14. The average and maximum response time errors are 7.6% and 17.2%, respectively.

The main aim of the methodology introduced in this paper is to reduce the run-time for replay-based experiments. In Figure 15 we display (a) run-time of the whole trace, (b) partial runs with no accelerated warm-up, calculated based on the original trace arrival time (a lower bound as our testbed is slower), (c) run-time with accelerated warm-up measured on our testbed, and (d) pure run-time of representative intervals with no warm-up. The results show massive speed-ups (the graph is log-scale) compared to both the unaccelerated run and the full run-time with a 577 times reduction on average.

In short, DiskAccel can select representative intervals independent of the hardware configuration using a clustering process that must be run only once for each trace. DiskAccel needs about 20 minutes of run-time for partial runs (including warm-up) of a one-week trace. Our tool also manages to massively reduce run times while keeping average and maximum error across different hardware to a minimum.

6.3 Discussion

As noted in Figure 14, estimation error of our current methodology can be attributed to (a) the process of clustering and choice of representatives, and (b) partial replay and warm-up of state. Our clustering uses a constant feature vector for choosing representative intervals. While we tried alternative approaches such as DBSCAN [11] as well as augmenting K-Means with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [18] (as implemented in [19]), we did not achieve better results. We plan to enhance our machine learning with suitable feature selection to improve the results. Based on our investigations, we believe that the error caused by partial runs is mainly caused by discrepancies in low-level behavior of HDD (i.e., cache flush after idleness). We hope to improve this behavior by controlling the timing of requests as the warm-up finishes.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a methodology, called DiskAccel, to extract key properties of storage traces and use them to select representative intervals by employing the weighted K-Means algorithm. We also developed a tool to effectively run the representative intervals, fill the hardware cache for warm-up, and enforce request dependencies.
Figure 15: Run time durations of different modes, Whole trace (Full), Partial runs without accelerated warm-up (Unaccelerated), Partial runs with accelerated warm-up (Accelerated), and without warm-up (Pure).

We performed the evaluation of DiskAccel at three different steps. We began by evaluating the ability of the clustering process at accurate estimation of whole trace average response times; first, using the response times recorded in the original trace and then, using response times from replay of whole traces using our tool. We also used our replay tool to only run the representative intervals with the required warm-up in an accelerated manner. Our methodology managed to estimate the average response time by an average and maximum error of 8.6% and 17.2%, respectively while speeding up the I/O experiments by 577 times on average.

As a future work, one can further improve the current solution so error and experimentation times could be further reduced. We also limited our study to a single hardware setup due to the time-consuming nature of gathering reference response times at the original rate. We would like to study the behavior of the proposed methodology for more diverse hardware setups, especially SSDs and hybrid hardware architectures in the future.
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